Halloween Scavenger Hunt Clues
Vampire

Frankenstein's Monster

One thing we know about vampires

Electricity is what brought life to

Is that they don't like daylight

Frankenstein's monster and gave him a fright

Which means that you can find one hiding

Which means that this one has been hidden where

In a cupboard out of sight

You enter a room and turn on a light

Ghost

Black Cat

A common image of ghosts

A black cat is a creature

Is that of someone covered with a sheet

You don't want to cross your path

So take a look in the place

Although this one can be found

We store folded linens to keep them neat

Sitting inside of a bath

Skeleton

Bat

A skeleton is made of bones

They fly around during the night

From its head all the way down to its feet

And hang upside down during the day

So this is where we keep the shoes

If you look inside a closet

Before you put them on to pound the street

Then find a hanging bat you just may

Witch

Tombstone

Flying around on a broomstick

Etched into a grave's tombstone

Is something witches are famous for

It often says RIP

Which means this one has been hidden

Find one out in the backyard

Where we keep our things to clean the floor

Among some rocks it will be

Spider

Jack O’-Lantern

A spider decides to build its web

Carve a pumpkin, put in a candle

So that many flies it can get

A Jack O'-Lantern is what you get

There is another type of web though

If you go to the front of the house

So look where you access the net

Then one of these you will find, I bet
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